Studies on preparation and photodynamic mechanism of chlorin P6-13,15-N-(cyclohexyl)cycloimide (Chlorin-H) and its antitumor effect for photodynamic therapy in vitro and in vivo.
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) represents a promising method for treatment of cancerous tumors. The chemical and physical properties of used photosensitizer play key roles in the treatment efficacy. In this study, a novel photosensitizer, Chlorin-H [-13,15-N-(cyclohexyl)cycloimide] which displayed a characteristic long wavelength absorption peak at 698nm was synthesized. Following flash photolysis with 355nm laser, Chlorin-H is potent to react with O(2) and then produce (1)O(2). This finding indicates that Chlorin-H takes its effects through type II mechanism in PDT. Generally, Chlorin-H is localized in mitochondria and nucleus of cell. After light irradiation with 698nm laser, it can kill many types of cell, inhibit cell proliferation and colony formation, suppress cancer cell invasiveness and trigger apoptosis via the mitochondrial pathway in A549 cells in vitro. In addition, Chlorin-H-PDT can destroy A549 tumor in nude mice and a necrotic scab was formed eventually. The expression levels of many genes which regulated cell growth and apoptosis were determined by RT-PCR following Chlorin-H-PDT. The results showed that it either increased or decrease. Among which, the expression level of TNFSF13, a member of tumor necrosis factor superfamily, increased significantly. Silencing of TNFSF13 caused by RNA interference decreased the susceptibility of A549 cells to Chlorin-H-PDT. In general, Chlorin-H is an effective antitumor photosensitizer in vitro and in vivo and is worthy of further study as a new drug candidate. TNFSF13 will be an important molecular target for the discovery of new photosensitizers.